Civil Society Outreach Event – NCUC | Chat Transcript
Renate De Wulf: (6/20/2015 15:49) Hello, my name is Renate and I will be monitoring this chat room. In
this role, I am the voice for the remote participants, ensuring that they are heard equally with those who
are “in-room” participants. When submitting a question that you want me to read out loud on the mic,
please provide your name and affiliation if you have one, start your sentence with and end it with . When
submitting a comment that you want me to read out loud of the mic, once again provide your name and
affiliation if you have one then start your sentence with a and end it with . Text outside these quotes will
be considered as part of “chat” and will not be read out loud on the mic.Any questions or comments
provided outside of the session time will not be read aloud.Please note that audio is may be available in
other UN Languages: http://buenosaires53.icann.org/en/schedule/sat-civil-society-ncuc
Bill Drake: (16:01) Hello everyone thanks for joining
stefania milan: (16:03) hi Bill, everyone!
Renate De Wulf: (16:06) Hi, Grace will also be helping to pass your questions and comments
Presentation Laptop: (16:23) Hi Stefania. Glad you have joined in.
Bill Drake: (16:30) Hi presentation laptop
Presentation Laptop: (16:32) The presentation laptop is Grace :)
Renata Aquino Ribeiro - Univ. Fed. CE BR: (16:38) And who would be m ?
Brenden Kuerbis: (16:46) To Valeria's point, it's important to not that the final accountability
mechansim(s) choosen could impact how much influence each type of stakeholder has (e.g.,
membership, at what level it may occur).
Brenden Kuerbis: (16:46) to note
Presentation Laptop: (16:49) @Brenden, would you like me to read your comment?
Brenden Kuerbis: (16:49) Think Matt et al covered it
Presentation Laptop: (16:50) Okay. Thanks
Renate De Wulf: (16:51) @All, as a reminder, if you wish your comment or question to be read out loud,
please start and end your comment/question with the [COMMENT} or[ QUESTION] - thank you
Renate De Wulf: (17:01) the link to WHOIS is https://whois.net/
Bill Drake: (17:14) thanks Renate
Renata Aquino Ribeiro - Univ. Fed. CE BR: (17:14) [COMMENT] It's great to hear what Robin Gross just
said because what generally newcomers hear is "intellectual property is not in the scope of discussion in
the ICANN meetings, change the subject". Nice to know it isn't
Renate De Wulf: (17:58) http://www.ncuc.org/
Presentation Laptop: (18:03) Thanks to all our remote participants.
Presentation Laptop: (18:03) Ciao.
Renate De Wulf: (18:03) Thank you for your participation. If you are participating remotely at the Public
Forum, please note that the engagement@icann.org email will be used to receive questions that you

would like to ask the Board and selected members of staff. If you have any questions ready before
Thursday, simple send ahead of time with “Subject Matter” in Header

